
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 
JF/Raj/CGMT/15-16/04                                                                             Dated:.28.03.2017 

To, 

The Chief General Manager 
Rajasthan Telecom Circle, 
Jaipur. 

Sub.:  Request transfer cases of executives in the cadre of JTO, SDE and DE 

 The executives whose request has been registered in request register and who have 
completed two years of stay at their working station should be got considered by circle administration.  

 Corporate office issued a letter no. 250-7/2007/Pers.III(Part) on dated 7th March 2011 to all 
the heads of field units to instruct them that keeping present financial constrains in mind the financial 
implication should be NIL for transfer cases. 

Considering the theme of this letter we can consider the request of the executive without 
transferring the executives on longest stay basis presently we are having the option to post directly 
from promotion list of JTOs on their choice in lieu of transferee executive by this way we can save the 
expenditure of transfer grant in the case of longest stay transfer against request consideration. 

HR section of Circle office has issued a letter No. STA/8-5/Stay particulars/2017-18/3 dt. 
24.03.2017 by which 3 options for posting on transfer on longest stay basis have been called from 
JTOs/SDEs who have stay of more than 20 year at one SSA without giving any weightage  to soft 
tenure stations. 

Six SSAs of Rajasthan Circles has been declared soft tenure station by corporate office to fill 
up the acute shortage in these stations up to bear minimum strength of executive to maintain BSNL 
services. Even though while considering inter circle request transfers by corporate office no any 
executive is being transferred from the soft tenure stations to maintain the status co of executive at 
these stations. 

Not a single transfer should be done in the name of longest stay to fill up the shortage at other 
SSA. In present situation no SSA is working with surplus executives. The shortage has to be shared 
by all the SSAs equally. 

We hope that your honour will consider the request of executive associations in this regard 
and do needful to wipe out the fear of un due transfer from the minds of executives so that they can 
concentrate on day to day work and maintain the BSNL services to ensure better quality of services 
to costumer. 

 

 
 sd/- sd/- 
 (S.S.Rajput) (M.K.Morodia) 
 Circle Secretary, Circle Secretary 
 SNEA(I), Rajasthan AIBSNLEA, Rajasthan 


